1999 honda civic timing belt replacement

My car uses a tooth, 24mm wide belt. The usual safety precautions apply to this job: 1.
Handbrake Engaged and rear wheels chocked. Safety Stand to support the front of the car.
Unplug the Battery yes my battery weighs 3lbs and is literally plug and play! I left the
transmission in park for this task. The power steering belt, reservoir and pump came off first.
The pump and reservoir must be lifted up and out to rest on the left headlight bracket the
reservoir bracket can be removed to provide more access. This gives the world of room to work
on rest of the engine. The air conditioning and alternator belts all need to come off also. Using
10mm, 12mm and 14mm sockets and spanners, this was easy to do the AC belt is the trickiest
to get out though. The AC idler pulley and bracket came off also. The head cover came off next
by removing the spark plug wires and accelerator cable bracket. The cover was safely put aside
with its gasket and bolts. I put the engine oil dip stick aside with the head cover. Using a 17mm
deep socket and ratchet, I rotated the engine anti-clockwise to get the camshaft arrow pointing
UP. Turning the engine is extremely easy. The Timing belt upper cover is held by two 10mm
bolts. The oil dipstick and holding clip had to be removed along with these bolts. I made sure to
clean the cover with degreaser and allow to dry while continuing with the next stage. The Honda
crankshaft pulley tool is essential for removing the pulley. It costs 50USD on Amazon. I used a
safety stand to support the end of the extension bar to give me leverage to turn the bolt. The
pulley, woodruff key, bolt, backing plate all came out and were safely put aside. I used
degreaser to clean the pulley to ensure good belt grip after the job was done. At this point I
used the safety jack to support the front of the car. The OEM jack is used with a piece of wood
to support the oil sump pan. Three 17mm nuts were removed to take off the engine mount upper
bracket. The lower cover is held by six 10mm bolts and takes a little patience to remove due to
very tight spaces involved. Once removed I used degreaser to clean the cover. I took out the
backing plate for the Crankshaft Pulley. I used a metal marker to mark the camshaft pulley and
the outer surface of the timing belt. I did the same with the crankshaft sprocket my jdm civic
does not have any mark on the Crankshaft sprocket to tell me where is TDC. I made
corresponding marks onto the new belt at the identical locations. Due to the fact the timing belt
covers' gaskets were deteriorated, I used silicone adhesive to stick them back into the grooves.
No one sells replacement gaskets for timing belt covers, how sad. Once the tensioner bolt was
loosened, the belt came off easily. It is crucial not to turn the camshaft or crankshaft after the
belt is off. Luckily turning either is difficult by hand without tools. Once the old belt is off, I make
marks on the new belt to ensure exact placement on the crank and cam. Metal marker is safe on
the outer surface of the belts. I numbered the teeth to make sure I had the right belt and also to
put the cam and crank marks I had made on the old belt. The old belt is in pretty good condition
however since my car has an interference engine, a proactive approach can literally save the
engine. I made sure to clean the camshaft pulley with rubbing alcohol and a paper towel. I
included a pic of the degreased and washed timing belt covers. I used silicone adhesive to
ensure the gaskets stay in their grooves. Once the belt was on as per Honda instructions, I put
back the crankshaft pulley with its bolt and tightened it. I had to do this since the so called bolt
hole cover is fragile due to its age. I made 6 revolutions anti-clockwise then followed the
tensioning procedure from page in the Honda manual. There is an access hole in the lower
cover to slacken or tighten the Tensioner Pulley. You can see the 14mm socket jammed into
that hole. I put back the cover with black silicone adhesive to keep it on place and water tight. I
put back all the remaining belts. The head cover went back on and all the bolts were torqued.
The engine mount upper bracket was installed and torqued. The accelerator cable bracket and
spark plug wires went back in place. I fired up the engine and she worked just fine! Bit quieter
too. All in all, this took me 6 hours to do. By Mjtrinihobby Follow. More by the author:. This page
from the manual identifies all the components for this replacement operation. Did you make this
project? Share it with us! I Made It! Another dealer also suggested the same replacement. I read
from websites that replacing water pump is ideal along with timing belt replacement. Dealer said
my car is 10 yrs old and that it has to be replaced. Yes you should replace the timing belt along
with the water pump, tensioners if applicable , coolant flush, and oil change. The timing belt
keeps the timing on your vehicle. It makes sure your valves open at the correct time. Your motor
is an interence motor and if that timing belt were to break, a ten year old vehicle with a factory
belt is very dangerous and risky the pistons will smash any open valves. Meaning you will need
a new engine or at least new heads. In the end its maintence and will prevent you from. Yes, it's
a fair amount of work, especially for a novice, but it is doable. If you are to try this, you need to
secure a service manual. The Haynes manuals are pretty good and would cover this sort of
service well. I recommend you replace all 3 belts as the work to do so is more or less the same
as the work to do one. Your belts and hoses are old enough that they should all be replaced. I'd
also caution you to check on the timing belt's Replacement history. If your timing belt is
original, you must replace this too. Replacing a timing belt is a difficult and detailed job. I would

not advise doing this yourself. Failure to replace the timing belt can result in the destruction of
your engine. My Honda civic 16 years with me and ooo milles no timing belt change yet and
running as a new I will do it better than garage. It is 5 years overdue. The replacement interval is
, miles or 7 years. Being a rubber part the age is even more important than the mileage, as too
many people have found the hard way. If multiple people are telling you to replace it, then
replace it. It's probably because sometimes one part has to be replaces with the other. Take
spark plugs and spark plug wires for example, or tires. Very few blogs said timing belt
replacement doesnt have anything to do with the miles. Can somebody please help me? Answer
Save. In the end its maintence and will prevent you from Paying overwelming damages. What do
you think of the answers? You can sign in to give your opinion on the answer. FlagMichael Lv 7.
Still have questions? Get answers by asking now. Doing simple maintenance like getting an oil
change is a fairly obvious and common thing that most Brandon and Madison-area drivers
know to do for their cars. Learn more from the service team here at Patty Peck Honda. Knowing
when to replace your Honda Civic timing belt will depend on the model year of your vehicle.
Honda Civic models between the years â€” have a recommended timing belt replacement
interval of , miles or 7 years. When your Honda Civic timing belt needs to be replaced, your
Maintenance Minder will automatically alert you. Does the Honda Civic have a timing belt or
chain? Failure to replace the belt may result in a complete breakdown or catastrophic engine
failure. It just needs to be kept lubricated. This is why it is housed in the engine, making it easy
to service by simply staying on top of oil changes and keeping your oil filter fresh. If you take
care of this, the chain can last for as long , miles. When you need help with your Honda Civic
timing belt or chain, turn to the certified technicians at Patty Peck Honda. Why wait? Schedule
service with us today! Your email address will not be published. Open Today! Look for this link
on your favorites: Save. Why Choose Patty Peck Honda? Your garage is empty. Save some
vehicles to get started! Already have a garage? Sign in! Share this Post:. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Connect With Us. Find Your Vehicle Close.
Search By Keyword Search:. Year Make Model. Saved Vehicles Close. Share This Close. Choose
How To Share: share-via-facebook share-via-twitter share-via-linkedin share-via-email
share-via-sms text. Contact Us Close. Today's Hours: Open Today! Patty Peck Honda Our
mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified
mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. An
engine timing belt is a fiber reinforced, toothed drive belt manufactured using durable
compounds such as highly saturated nitrile. The timing belt allows the crankshaft to drive the
camshafts in the cylinder head at half the RPMs of the crankshaft. Engine designs vary, and
thus the replacement procedure will vary, but broadly, the procedure is as follows:. No, were a
worn out timing belt to snap while underway, perhaps on a highway, it creates a risk of
complete loss of engine power while surrounded by fast moving vehicles. Once your vehicle
has reached the recommended replacement mileage for the belt, you can eliminate the risk of
sudden and unexpected timing belt breakage by having it replaced. If your engine is of the
interference type, it is especially important to replace the belt according to the maintenance
schedule because sudden breakage of the timing belt, while the engine is running, will likely
cause significant damage to internal engine components such as the valves and pistons. Honda
Civic Timing Belt Replacement at your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location.
YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. Timing Belt Replacement Service What is a timing belt and how
does it work? Timing Belt. When to replace the timing belt? Every 60kk miles. If an engine is
equipped with a timing belt, the timing belt must be replaced at the service interval specified by
the vehicle manufacturer regardless of whether or not any problem is visible, typically in the
range of 60, to 90, miles. Engine stops abruptly or will not start. Occasionally, timing belts can
break, or skip, while the engine is running. Rough engine operation. The molded, reinforced
teeth on the timing belt engage gears on the crankshaft and camshafts. After many tens of
thousands of miles, the teeth can wear or break, or the belt can stretch, thus causing the belt to
jump position on the crankshaft or camshaft gears. Should the belt jump, the engine will run
poorly and perhaps not at all. Banging or clanking engine noise. On some engines, if the timing
belt has jumped, the pistons and valves can collide and there will be noise and damage. These
engine designs are referred to as interference engines. If your car has an interference engine,
replacing the timing belt according to the maintenance schedule will minimize the chance that a
belt failure will cause engine damage. How do mechanics replace the timing belt? Engine
designs vary, and thus the replacement procedure will vary, but broadly, the procedure is as
follows: Disconnect the battery ground cable. Once the engine is cold, set the crankshaft to top
dead center with the number one piston on the compression stroke. Remove crankshaft pulley.
Remove all accessories interfering with the removal of the timing belt covers. Remove timing

belt covers. Lock camshafts, as required, and note position of camshaft timing marks. Remove
timing belt tensioner and idler pulleys. Remove timing belt. If replacing the water pump, do so at
this time, and of course drain the cooling system first. If the engine cooling system thermostat
is only accessible with water pump replacement, the thermostat should be replaced as well.
Installation of the new timing belt includes all of the above steps, performed in reverse,
following strict guidelines to assure camshaft and crankshaft and balancing shaft, if equipped
are in perfect alignment after tensioner has been set. Upon completion of the installation, the
engine crankshaft is turned by hand degrees and the correct position of the timing marks on the
crankshaft and the camshafts is confirmed. The vehicle is road tested to confirm normal
operation and a service sticker is affixed to the engine noting the date of belt replacement and
the vehicle mileage. Is it safe to drive with a timing belt problem? When replacing the timing belt
keep in mind: An interference engine should be carefully inspected before a broken timing belt
is replaced because it may have sustained damage that will have to be repaired prior to
installing a new belt. The timing belt system includes idler pulleys and a belt tensioner. These
components should be replaced along with the belt. Mechanics will usually recommend
replacing the water pump at the same time that the timing belt is replaced. Yourmechanic was
featured in. Popular Honda Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Honda
mechanics Real customer reviews from Honda owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating
Summary. Eddie 39 years of experience. Request Eddie. Eddie knows what he's talking about.
He's gone above and beyond what is expected oh him. He didn't wash his hands off of my
vehicle when it was giving him the greatest grief. He persevered through in getting my timing
belt replaced. Peter 22 years of experience. Request Peter. Peter is "top notch! Thanks, Peter!
Chris 15 years of experience. Request Chris. Chris did an excellent job for replacing my car's
water pump and timing belt. He explained everything and turns out great now i know that i won't
have a leaky water pump no more. Timothy 15 years of experience. Request Timothy. How can
we help? Read FAQ. Service type Timing Belt Replacement. Your question might be answered
by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you
are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Timing Belt Kit Honda Civic This
kit will not service 99 or 00 Civic SI models. Services years: , , , , Skip to main content. FREE
delivery: March 1 - 4. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Qty: 1 2 Qty: 1. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from. Timing Belt Kit. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of
purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No
additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full
refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate
company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon
in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. This fits your. Consider this Amazon's Choice product that
delivers quickly. Amazon's Choice. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to
List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and
sold by Timing Belt Kit. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this
item? Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There
was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this
item also bought. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I ordered this kit hoping to avoid some of the
issues of the aftermarket parts from the normal parts stores. Unfortunately due to 2 issues see
cons below it was a similar experience for me as when purchasing from the local store. But at a
significantly better price Pros - Complete Kit - Low price - Good Brand Name quality parts -OEM
fit and function except Alt belt Cons -Alt belt was a 5-rib even though it was labeled and
package said 4-rib -Water pump noisy It is still running with the noisier water pump, and I had to
buy a separate Alt belt. Other than that I have put about 3, miles on it since the replacement with
no other issues. Perfect for my Honda Civic Ex Coupe. I was able to get a lot of work done at
once by buying this kit and the special Honda Crank Pulley remover tool. Perfect for my project
car. Definitely a 2 person job, I couldn't have done this in 1 day without having another person.
Did this at mi. I plan on getting her to k in the big picture. For what it's worth, chicks can be
great mechanics ; makeupartistmechanic. All my items came quick and everything that was in
the box was written down on a piece of paper tellling me what each part was. The instructions

on some of the individual boxes were difficult to understand but that was a given since it was
my first time changing my timing gear, what i did was watch youtube videos and research how
to instal each part. These parts were all high quality and worth the money spent on them, i will
buy from this company any time i need any important gear such as this from now on. This is my
second kit order from TBK, the price is great compared to all auto parts stores. Great buy for a
all in one shot full tune up. One person found this helpful. My son got this as a birthday
Excellent package. My son got this as a birthday present and he worked on his car himself. He's
a teenager who drives a fast a furious type low rider Honda Civic and he cares more about looks
then maintenance or safety so I was happy to push him in the direction of keeping his car
operational and safe. Installer had not problem at all - had many many items. And after the
change the car runs like new - great acceleration. It is 14 years old car but has only , KM. The
part got her on time, was the right part that I ordered, fit the way it was designed to fit. Didn't
take long to replace on the car. I will order from this supplier in the future. Everything fit as it
was supposed to. Great price for all these things! I had no issues with anything that I recieved,
and was greatly satisfied. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other
items: timing belt cover seal , honda timing belts. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. For more information go to Replace your faulty timing belt tensioners to
guarantee accurate belt alignment and functionality w
1994 yamaha big bear 350 4x4
new era avr 551 12v wiring diagram
2002 cadillac deville repair manual
ith the OE-style fit and performance delivered by DNJ's OE replacement timing belt tensioner
We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or
Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:.
Timing Belt Tensioner part. Recommended Use. Returns Policy. Showing 1 - 5 of 5 results. Sort
by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Notes : Steel; Spring type; 2.
Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 5 of 5 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers.
Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts th Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

